Welcome
We deliver advanced and high-quality IT services to customers worldwide.
Our goal is to provide software solutions at a fair price in a very high quality. We want our
customers to be served around the clock and be part of our well founded and
optimized project management.

Our focus is not only on the customer, but also on the employee.
Together we pursue the goal of completing a project on time and in the highest quality at a fair
price.

You won't find employees in the middle of a hustle and bustle to get the daily tasks done, but you
will find happy employees who support each other in fulfilling our common goals.

Planning, coding, managing, testing, delivering, marketing and simply making is our daily work and

Introducing

we do it with all our passion. Sensussoft is not just a workplace for employees, but a place of
creativity where we turn dreams into reality every day.

Our 5+ Years Of Expertise In Design, Technology & Marketing To
Bring Innovations

Company
Our more than 5 years of expertise in design, technology and
marketing brings innovations
Since the first day of our company, we have believed in "Gratitude is the best attitude". Recent
years have shown that this attitude enables exemplary cooperation between customers, employees
and management. We are committed to delivering the best services to our customers with
exceptional values and excellent skills.
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100+
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Clients

500+
Projects

35+
Resources

What are we doing?
Our Vision, Mission and Guideline
Our vision is to create a bright future for businesses worldwide by digitizing business models and
using the latest and most impactful technologies.

To achieve this vision, we daily expand the knowledge of our employees. Learning new and
pioneering technology trends are part of our employee development plan.
Vision and mission are the core of every IT service provider. Therefore, our mission is to take our
clients' business to a new level. Our goal is to work together as a team to develop effective and
customer-focused web and mobile software solutions for you.

Our experts are dedicated to complete the projects in timely manner.
In addition to the motivation of each individual, this is only possible through intelligent and
interconnected processes between a project team, management, the customer and other
stakeholders and at any time of the project cycle.

Our Key Values to Success

Quality
Quality is one of the most important variables for us and
one that we are very proud of.

Project Management

Our dedicated employees, effective processes and
intuitive tools are largely responsible for the outstanding
quality.

Professional project management, a clear division of roles
and tasks and the use of the latest tools enable a smooth

project flow. We work with the most modern and effective
processes to simplify and beautify the daily work of all
employees. The success of our projects is not a coincidence,
but the result of our processes and motivated employees.

For us, quality is the result of an optimal project team
and process structure.

Teamwork
"Talent wins games, but teamwork and intelligence win
championships.“
Every employee is a small cog for the success not only of a
project, but of the entire company. We will and can only
achieve our goals together as a team.

Individual growth
Not only do the technologies we use evolve every day, but so do
our employees. Only personal development in the use of new
technologies or soft skills ensures long-term success.

Technology Stack Website Development
PHP

VueJS

Laravel

WordPress

NodeJS

ASP.Net

AngularJS

CodeIgniter

Woocommerce

Magento

Technology Stack App
Development
Swift

React Native

Objective C

Ionic

Java

Xamarin

Kotlin

Flutter

Trendy technologies we want to learn
Trendy technologies
In a world full of trending technologies that will reinvent and expand daily, it is
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essential to keep up. New technologies are becoming more and more
spectacular and often beyond our imagination. We all invest time every day to
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identify new IT trends and schedule resources to learn these technologies so that
we can always compete at the technological forefront.
If you are interested in future technologies and have the motivation to learn,
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then you are in the right place.
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Technology Stack Website Development
Categories business and personal

Technology Stack App Development
Categories business and personal
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What exactly are we doing?
Our services and solutions are designed to provide top-notch results to our clients. At Sensussoft, we believe that the right way to design and develop an app is to
seamlessly combine our technological skills with your vision.

Web Development

App Development

Web & Graphics Design

We are developing top ranked and beautiful

We are developing complete and intuitive

We take an idea and turn it into a beautiful

websites using well known or the latest

mobile Apps using well known or the latest

digital design.

technologies. Our highly experienced team is

technologies. Our dedicated developers are

By using collaborative tools, we enable close

very flexible in using all technologies

ready to develop a classic native app via

teamwork between our design experts,

between PHP and CodeIgniter and even

Swift or Kotlin or be even freakier and use

project team and clients. Each of our designs is

more.

ReactNative.

unique and tailored to the idea..

Digital Marketing

Web & App Maintenance

Search Engine Optimization (SEO)

Developing a digital product is just the first

The first version of a product is just the start of

We optimize existing content using creative

step in the product lifecycle. Our creative

the big journey. We offer long-term

ideas and SEO best practices to help the

team of marketing experts will help you

maintenance contracts to accompany the IT

website be found more easily and bring the

market your idea globally in a unique way to

product through all phases and bring it to its

idea to the digital global forefront.

get the attention it deserves.

best possible shape.

Thank You
Sensussoft Is A Prominent IT Service Provider Who Works To Bring Ideas To Reality. We Work To Shape The Dreams Successfully Using Design,
Technology & Marketing.
Sensussoft Is A Trustworthy Service Provider IT Company That Leaves No Stone Unturned For The Success Of A Client’s Project. We’re One Of
The Top Listed IT Solutions Companies In India.

India Location
403 To 406, Angel Square, Near Punjab National Bank
Utran, Surat,
Gujarat 394105
info@sensussoft.com
+91-955-818-9523

